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Introduction
Germany’s government has supported widespread, strong, and unregulated encryption. In 2014, the
government reaffirmed and extended this political commitment when it announced its goal to
become the global leader in adopting encryption. Instead of focusing on regulating encryption itself,
Germany has worked to enable its security agencies to conduct targeted remote hacking operations.
It has even passed a legal framework for that purpose. The legal debate about government hacking
authority eventually led to a landmark Federal Constitutional Court ruling emphasizing the government’s responsibility for the integrity of information technology systems.1 While two years ago it
seemed highly unlikely that Germany would steer away from its course of supporting strong, secure
encryption without lawful access mechanisms,2 things have changed since then. Germany is exploring lawful access mechanisms on the European level while simultaneously extending government
hacking powers in Germany.
While recent revelations about a past agreement between Germany’s Foreign Intelligence Agency and
the CIA—in which they sold encryption machines with backdoors worldwide through the Crypto
AG company3—seems to suggest differently, Germany’s encryption policy has been clear and consistent for decades. Since 1999, the government has supported widespread strong encryption but has
also reserved the right to find solutions for law enforcement and intelligence agencies to access digital
evidence through government hacking.4 Government hacking is understood as “[remotely] interfering with the integrity of software – including online services – or hardware to access data in transit,
data at rest, and sensors to manipulate a target’s device by law enforcement for the purpose of criminal investigations [in a targeted manner].”5 Recent incidents, policy and legal developments, and
institutional change over the last year did not significantly deviate from Germany’s long-standing
encryption policy to eschew weakening encryption and rather focus on government hacking on the
national level.
However, three policy developments show that Germany’s commitment to secure encryption is not
as strong anymore as it was before. Firstly, in 2019, state ministries of the interior discussed the
possibility of forcing vendors to create backdoors in their messenger applications. This idea was
immediately met with strong public criticism that culminated in an open letter to the government
against those plans. Within a few days, the letter had been signed by more than 200 companies,
organizations, and representatives from academia, civil society as well as members of parliament.6
Secondly, Germany introduced a resolution on “security through encryption and security despite
encryption” under its European Council presidency. The resolution that was adopted in December
2020 supports the development of a regulatory framework and dialogue on solutions that enable
competent authorities to “access data in a lawful and targeted manner.”7 While this may just be
aiming at implementing a government hacking framework on the European level, it may also aim at
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lawful access mechanisms. Lastly, the German Federal Foreign Office published a non-paper on EU
cyber diplomacy together with Estonia, France, Poland, Portugal, and Slovenia.8 A single sentence
revealed Germany’s deteriorating support for strong and secure encryption: “The EU and its Member
States are invited to find solutions that allow law enforcement and other competent authorities to
gain lawful access to digital evidence concerning malicious cyber activities, without prohibiting or
generally weakening encryption, and in full respect of privacy and fair trial guarantees consistent with
applicable law [emphasis added].”

Key Actors Development
Germany has made progress at the institutional level with two new agencies to contribute to the
growing landscape of German government cybersecurity-related institutions. The Central Office for
Information Technology in the Security Sector (ZITiS) was founded in 2017 but the hiring process
and consequently the setup of the agency has taken time. The agency—which is supposed to offer
procurement and training in, among other things, government hacking tools—seems to be fully
operational now and its resources and authorities are to be extended.9
Most recently, in August 2020, the Innovation Agency for Cybersecurity, sometimes called the
German DARPA, after the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, was launched under
joint auspices of the Ministry of the Interior, Building and Community and the Ministry of Defense.1011 It is tasked with fostering research regarding technological sovereignty and security. While
there has not been a definitive announcement yet, it is likely that the agency will also cover projects
that deal with government hacking, encryption, and lawful access.
FinFisher
Netzpolitik.org, a German language blog on digital rights, published a classified response to a written
parliamentary inquiry that states that the FinFisher company provides government-grade commercial
surveillance spyware sold exclusively to government agencies for use in targeted and lawful criminal
investigations. The company has its Germany-based branch, Gamma International GmbH, in
Munich, the same location as ZITiS. The company, which is known to work together with the Federal Office for Criminal Investigations (BKA), the German agency with the product FinSpy,12 is being
investigated for possible violations of the Foreign Trade Act by exporting powerful spying software
without a permit. The Ministry of Economy said the government had not issued any export permits
for spying software since 2015.13 Nongovernmental organizations—the Society for Civil Rights,
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Reporters Without Borders e.V., the European Center for Constitutional and Human Rights and
Netzpolitik.org—filed a complaint against FinFisher after IT security experts from the Chaos Computer Club showed how its software matched software used to spy on Turkish opposition protesters.14
The criminal complaint against FinFisher caused the Munich public prosecutor’s office to search the
company’s business premises and private apartments of people who work at the company in October
2020. The outcome of the investigation is pending.15
Tech Companies
Tech companies, especially internet service providers, have been vocal when it comes to the use of
government hacking tools. Led by the Association of the Internet Industry, internet service providers
criticize the fact that the federal government is increasingly deputizing them for their government
hacking operations.16 While currently internet service providers only have to give security agencies
access to their facilities and forward information, pending laws would allow government agencies to
mandate that service providers: force software updates and security software on their customers’
devices,17 and deliver government surveillance software to their targets directly.18

Related Issues Development
Encryption Workaround for WhatsApp
In July 2020, news broke that the Federal Criminal Police Office—an agency known for creative
encryption workarounds—was circumventing encryption in the popular messaging platform
WhatsApp.19 The method used in this particular case is far from exciting. Law enforcement got
physical access to the devices, enabled the “WhatsApp Web” feature connecting it to the law enforcement staff’s browser, and then returned the devices to the suspects. It remains unclear whether the
devices were passcode-protected and whether the suspects were aware that their device had been
tampered with. While potentially successful, the approach is resource intensive and prone to errors.
The agency needs physical access to the device—without the suspect noticing—and to break any
existing passcode. On the other hand, the compromise can be easily spotted if the target checks their
open WhatsApp Web sessions on the phone. This incident, though technically not very sophisticated, is worth mentioning as it highlights once again the government’s approach toward hacking and
encryption workarounds. The action is not without precedent; in 2017, it was reported that the
agency was able to apply an encryption workaround to bypass security protocols on the Telegram
messenger app.20
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Usage of Government Hacking
The scope of government hacking operations remained mostly unclear up until 2021, when the
Federal Ministry of Justice published data on the use of government hacking operations in their
statistics for the first time.21 According to this new information, the police and investigative authorities ordered the more invasive online search thirty-three times in twenty-one procedures and actually
used it in twelve cases.22 Source telecommunications surveillance (that is, hacking to eavesdrop on
ongoing communications) was ordered thirty-one times and actually used in three cases.23 These
authorities use government hacking tools primarily to investigate drug and property crimes, not murder or terrorism as initially intended.24 Another report states that government hacking tools have not
been used by the BKA in any successful criminal investigation or emergency response between 2017
and 2020.25 The president of the BKA confirmed that the current government hacking tools are of
use only in a limited number of targeted operations and require vulnerabilities to exploit.26 Nevertheless, the usage of government hacking is being expanded.
Expansion of government hacking powers in the state level police legislations

German states are reforming their police laws to expand surveillance capabilities following legislation
passed by the federal parliament in 2017, which intensified the use of government hacking for law
enforcement.27 The expansion of powers arrives amid an overall decrease in crime rates but an increase in those specific crimes: illegal distribution of pornographic material online, computer-related
crimes, children sexual abuse material, resistance to and assault on state power, and offenses under
the Medicines Act.28
From 2017 to 2020, source telecommunications monitoring has been made legal in seven out of
sixteen states (Baden-Wurttemberg, Bavaria, Hesse, North Rhine-Westphalia, Rhineland-Palatinate,
Lower Saxony, and Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania) and is currently being discussed in Saarland.29
The use of all government hacking methods by police was included in four out of sixteen states
(Bavaria, Hesse, Rhineland-Palatinate, and Lower Saxony). The police legislation reforms were passed
by different coalitions of parties including the Christian Democrats, Social Democrats, Liberals, and
Alliance 90/The Greens. In Brandenburg, The Left party blocked an inclusion to other police reforms of government hacking powers in situations of imminent danger in 2019.30 It remains to be
seen whether the new legislation will be permanent. Both state and federal legislations are subject to
several pending constitutional complaints.31 The constitutional court’s determination on the federal
legislation is the most consequential as any changes at the federal level would necessitate reforms of
state-level legislation as well.
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Expansion of government hacking policies

Another package of legal amendments, the Law for the Harmonization of Intelligence Laws, if
passed, would grant all German intelligence agencies, including all those on the state-level, the power
to conduct government hacking operations. One of these amendments would further require service
providers to facilitate compromising target devices with government malware.32 While initially the
law was supposed to allow intelligence agencies to access data and communications obtained after
the device is wiretapped through surveillance software (called Quellen-TKÜ) as well as already
existing data and communication on the device (called Online Durchsuchung),33 negotiations would
currently only allow them to access data and communication from the date that the warrant was
signed (called Quellen-TKÜ Plus).34
The current draft of yet another pending security amendment, an update of the Federal Policy Law,
currently stipulates that the Federal Police shall be given the power to conduct government hacking
operations as a preventive measure—in cases where no crime has been committed yet.35 This would
be unchartered territory for the German government hacking framework as so far it has only covered
the investigation of crimes.
Vulnerabilities Management
There has been no breakthrough on negotiations over a German vulnerabilities equities process,36 an
essential process for balancing information technology and cybersecurity with government hacking
operations. While internal concepts exist and are discussed, the ministry in charge was not yet able to
have all involved parties agree to a consensus.
However, there are relevant legal amendments pending to be discussed by the parliament (as of
March 2021) regarding government hacking and encryption policy. The leading package of legal
amendments, dubbed the Second Law for the Improvement of Security for Information Systems,
includes provisions regarding the management of vulnerabilities.37 Unfortunately, the specific part is
so confusing that without the much needed vulnerabilities equities process, it is not entirely clear
what it would mean for government hacking operations.38 The management of vulnerabilities may
become even more contentious as another amendment in the Second Law for the Improvement of
Security for Information Systems would make the Federal Office for Information Security (BSI)
responsible for digital consumer protection, giving the agency rights to analyze software and inquire
about all kinds of information from vendors and manufacturers. So, while on the one hand the
agency will be responsible to find more vulnerabilities and protect consumers in the cyber domain,
the overall governmental vulnerability management is hardly regulated.
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Conclusion and Outlook
While there will always be a small group within German government and security circles who
believes that weakening encryption will enable intelligence and law enforcement agencies to be more
effective without sacrificing IT- and cybersecurity, this group’s impact has been negligible until 2020.
Public debates in the aftermath of violent events about extending the powers of law enforcement and
intelligence agencies in cyberspace are limited to government hacking, not backdoors.39 From operational, institutional, policy, and legal views, Germany continues to adhere to the encryption policy it
adopted in 1999: fostering strong encryption but enabling its intelligence and law enforcement
agencies to conduct government hacking, at least on the national level. With its proposed EU council resolution and EU cyber diplomacy non-paper, Germany currently seems to be moving the
backdoor and lawful access debate to the EU level—possibly because it knows its chances to pass
these policies on the national level are very slim. Whether the EU will be an easier vector to broach
these policies remains to be seen.
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